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We consider a class of unbounded spin systems (containing, in particular, anhar-
monic classical crystals) and construct the stochastic dynamics in the space of
macroscopic fluctuations starting from a given microscopic stochastic time evolu-
tion.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Classical continuous systems on the lattice Zd with a measurable spin
space X can be described as follows, see, e.g., [G88]. To any point k # Zd
there corresponds the spin variable xk # X so that the configuration space
of the system is given by the product space XZd endowed with its natural
measurable structure. Equilibrium states of the system are given by
measures on XZd. Usually such measures correspond to given interactions
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between particles and belong to the class of so-called Gibbs measures. In
the uniqueness regime (that appears, e.g., at high temperature or small
coupling in the system) the corresponding Gibbs measure, say +, has good
mixing properties. The latter is important for the validity of the law of large
numbers and the central limit theorem below. If, in addition, the interac-
tions are invariant with respect to the lattice shifts {k x=(xk+ j) j # Zd
x # XZd, k # Zd, then + is shift-invariant, too.
Let f be a bounded local observable in the system considered, i.e. a
measurable function on X Zd which depends on a finite number of spin
variables. For any finite 4/Zd (i.e., any finite volume) we can introduce
the averaged observable
:4 ( f ) :=
1
|4|
:
k # 4
{k f. (1.1)
Then the law of large numbers gives the convergence (in the ther-
modynamic limit) a4 ( f )  ( f ) + , 4  Zd, where ( } ) + means the expecta-
tion w.r.t. the measure +. This convergence can be considered as a ‘‘zero
order’’ macroscopic limit for observables of the type described: we associate
to each observable its mean value. A more delicate analysis is connected
with the consideration of fluctuations around the averaged value. We define
the fluctuation of f in the volume 4 as
b4 ( f )# f4
t
:=
1
|4|12
:
k # 4
({k f &( f ) ). (1.2)
Then the central limit theorem gives a Gaussian thermodynamic limit for
the individual fluctuation b4 ( f ). Following [GVV91] we will try to
consider rather the ‘‘collective’’ fluctuation limit. In other words, we are
interested in the study of the ‘‘first order’’ macroscopic limit for local
observables that means the consideration of all fluctuations at the same
time. In this sense we interpret this macroscopic limit as applied to the
system itself.
In the case of the spin space X given by a finite set the first order macro-
scopic limit naturally leads to a joint realization of macroscopic fluctua-
tions on a Gaussian space properly constructed by the original Gibbs
measure [GVV91]. Let us mention that the latter needs an a priori mixing
property of the system which should be separately verified in any concrete
case.
The main subject of [GVV91] was a construction of the stochastic
dynamics in the space of macroscopic fluctuations starting from a given
microscopic stochastic time evolution. The authors used the specific
properties of the generalized Glauber dynamics for finite valued spin
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systems in an essential way. In this paper we would, first of all, like to show
that the concept of first order macroscopic limits is applicable to a much
more wide class of classical lattice models together with a properly
modified ‘‘lifting’’ of the stochastic dynamics from microscopic to macro-
scopic level.
To illustrate our point of view, we consider a class of unbounded spin
systems which contains, in particular, anharmonic classical crystals. For
any of these systems we have a constructive condition which implies good
mixing properties of the corresponding Gibbs measure and gives the
possibility to construct the space of macroscopic fluctuations. In this situa-
tion this space can also be interpreted as an L2-space with a (macroscopic)
Gaussian measure, and we give (w.r.t. [GVV91]) additional motivations
for such an interpretation.
The natural stochastic dynamics for our lattice models is generated by
the classical Dirichlet forms given by the corresponding Gibbs measures.
The generators of these stochastic dynamics are then second order elliptic
differential operators with an infinite number of variables, see, e.g.,
[AKoR97] and the references therein. This produces new essential dif-
ficulties in the construction of the stochastic dynamics in the fluctuation
space. In this study there appears the interesting fact that the generator of
the latter dynamics is again constructed by the Dirichlet form of the
macroscopic Gaussian measure, but this form additionally includes a coef-
ficient operator related to the original Dirichlet generator for the
microscopic stochastic dynamics. Of course, then the stochastic process
in fluctuation space is nothing but the (generalized) OrnsteinUhlenbeck
process, see, e.g., [BKo88].
Let us stress that the general approach to fluctuation limits in classical
lattice systems discussed above is applicable also to the case of continuous
particle systems. This needs, of course, a proper modification of the defini-
tion of local fluctuations, microscopic stochastic dynamics etc., see
[AKoR98]. But the main (in some sense) ingredient of our approach is
still valid: we interpret the macroscopic limit as a transformation of the
given model to an associated (via the fluctuation limit) Gaussian system of
macroscopic fluctuations.
2. CLASSICAL LATTICE SYSTEMS AND GIBBS MEASURES
We denote the d-dimensional integer lattice by Zd/Rd and the set of all
real sequences x=(xk)k # Zd by RZ
d
; RZ
d
0 /R
Zd denotes the subset of all such
sequences with at most finitely many non-zero components. RZ
d
is a Polish
space for the product topology since Zd is countable. B :=B(RZ
d
) denotes
the corresponding Borel _-algebra on RZd.
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Let F :=F(Zd) be the set of all finite subsets of Zd. For 4 # F, let B4
be the _-algebra generated by the variables ( pk)k # 4 , where pk (x) :=xk ,
x # RZd. If we identify RZd with R4_R4c (4c :=Zd "4) such that
RZ
d % x [ x4_x4c # R4_R4
c
, (2.1)
then a B4-measurable function is a function depending only on x4 # R4.
We will consider the space FCm (RZ
d
) of m-times continuously differen-
tiable real-valued cylinder functions on RZ
d
,
FCm (RZ
d
)= .
4 # F
Cm (R4). (2.2)
For such functions and l # [1, ..., m] we denote the partial derivative of
order l with respect to the variable xk by  lk . We also consider the space
FCmb (R
Zd) of functions f # FCm (RZd) bounded together with all
derivatives up to order m.
The symbol M(RZ
d
) will denote the set of all probability measures on
(RZd, B).
We will also use some special subspaces of RZ
d
. First of all we introduce
the space H :=l2 (Zd) of all square summable sequences over Zd, i.e.,
H :=l2 (Zd) :={x # RZd | &x&2H := :k # Zd x
2
k<= . (2.3)
For any p # Z+ :=N _ [0] we introduce the Hilbert space
Hp :={x # RZd | &x&2Hp := :k # Zd x
2
k(1+|k| )
p<= (2.4)
and its dual space (w.r.t. H)
H&p :={x # RZd | &x&2H&p := :k # Zd x
2
k(1+|k| )
&p<= . (2.5)
Here |k| denotes the Euclidean norm of k=(k(1), ..., k(d)) # Zd/Rd. The
nuclear space of fastly decreasing sequences S(Zd) is defined by
S(Zd) :=pr lim
p # Z+
Hp \= ,p # Z+ Hp+ . (2.6)
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The corresponding dual space S$(Zd) (of slowly increasing sequences) then
has the representation
S$(Zd) :=ind lim
p # Z+
H&p \= .p # Z+ H&p + . (2.7)
Any Hilbert space H&p , p # Z+ , is a Borel subset of RZ
d
and, therefore,
S$(Zd) # B (see [BKo88, Chap. 2]).
In the following we will use a subclass of measures from M(RZ
d
).
Definition 2.1 (see [BeH-K82]). A measure + # M(RZd) is called
tempered if its mean is in S$(Rd), i.e.,
m+ :=(mk)k # Zd :=\| |xk | d+(x)+k # Zd # S$(Zd). (2.8)
The set of all tempered measures will be denoted by Mt (RZ
d
).
Let us remark that for any + # Mt (RZ
d
) we have that +(S$(Zd))=1, see,
e.g., [BeH-K82, Proposition A.1]. As an easy consequence of the uniform
boundedness principle (cf. [AR89, Proposition 3.7]) it follows that
+(H&p)=1 for some p # Z+ . Therefore, any such measure can be con-
sidered as a probability measure on (S$(Zd), B(S$(Zd))).
The interaction for our lattice systems is given by a family (84)4 # F
where
V(xk), x # RZ
d
, if 4=[k]
84 (x) :={W[k, j] (xk&x j), x # RZd, if 4=[k, j], k{ j, (2.9)
0, else.
Here V, W[k, j] : R  R with W[k, j] even. This means that to any point
k # Zd there corresponds a one-particle potential V(xk) and to any two-
point subset [k, j]/Zd there corresponds a two particle potential
W[k, j] (xk&x j) that describes the interaction between particles at sites k
and j of the lattice.
We assume that the following conditions on the interaction 8 are
satisfied:
V(q)=Vc (q)+Vb (q), q # R1, (2.10)
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where Vc # C2 (R1) is strictly convex with polynomially bounded
derivatives, i.e., for all q # R1
V"c (q)b2>0,
(2.11)
|V (l )c (q)|C(1+|q| )
M, l=0, 1, 2,
and Vb # C 2b(R
1);
W[k, j] # C2 (R1) are such that W[k, j] (q)=0, when |k& j |>R for some
constant R>1, and
b2& W"[k, j] (q)b
2
+ ,
(2.12)
0=W[k, j] (0)W[k, j] (q)=W[k, j] (&q)b2+q
22
for some b& , b+>0 and each k, j such that |k& j |R, and
W[k+l, j+l]=W[k, j] (2.13)
for each k, j, l # Zd.
For the rest of this work we fix 8 of the above type.
Example 2.1. In models of the P(.)d -type the interaction 8 has a
more concrete form. In this case the one-particle potential V is a polyno-
mial of the form
V(q)=a2mq2m+ } } } +a1 q+a0 , q # R, a2m>0, with m2. (2.14)
The interaction W[k, j] is a quadratic nearest neighbor interaction, i.e.,
W[k, j] (xk&x j)={J2(xk&x j)
2,
0,
|k& j |=1, J>0
|k& j |>1.
(2.15)
Definition 2.2. For each 4 # F and given ! # S$(Zd) the Hamiltonian
H 84, ! with boundary conditions !4c outside the volume 4 is the function
H 84, ! := :
k # 4
V(xk)+ :
[k, j]/4
W[k, j] (xk&xj)
+ :
k # 4, j # 4c
[k, j]:
W[k, j] (xk&!j). (2.16)
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Due to the assumptions about 8 this function is continuous w.r.t.
x4 # R4, ! # S$(Zd) and positive. In particular, the conditional partition
function
Z84(!4c) :=|
R4
e&H
8
4, !(x4) ‘
k # 4
dxk , ! # S$(Zd), (2.17)
is well-defined, where dxk denotes the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
Definition 2.3. For ! # S$(Zd) the probability measure ?84(! | } ) on
B(RZ
d
) defined by
?84(! | A) :=[Z
8
4(!4c)]
&1 |
R4
1A (x4_!4c) e&H
8
4, !(x4) ‘
k # 4
dxk (2.18)
for A # B(RZd) is called the Gibbs distribution in the volume 4 with boundary
condition ! corresponding to the interaction 8.
Remark 2.1. If we consider the measures ?84(! | } ) on B(S$(Z
d)), then
it is easy to check that (?84)4 # F forms a specification in the sense of [P76,
Sect. 1].
Since +(S$(Zd))=1 for all + # Mt (RZ
d
) we can now define the corres-
ponding Gibbs measures in Mt (R
Zd).
Definition 2.4. A measure + # Mt (RZ
d
) is called a tempered Gibbs
measure for 8 if and only if
+?84=+ for all 4 # F, i.e.,
| d+(!) Z84(!4c)&1 |
R4
1A (x4_!4c) e&H
8
4, !(x4) ‘
k # 4
dxk=+(A) (2.19)
for all 4 # F, A # B(RZd).
Equation (2.19) is called DobrushinLanfordRuelle (DLR) equation. The
set of all tempered Gibbs measures for our interaction 8 will be denoted
by Gt (8).
Let us remark that for any + # Gt (8) there exists C(+)>0 such that for
each k # Zd
| e |xk| d+(x)C(+), (2.20)
see [BeH-K82].
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It was proved in [AKoR97] that any + # Gt (8) admits an integration-
by-part formula and moreover can be completely characterized by its
logarithmic derivative. Below we will use only the following fact.
Proposition 2.2 [AKoR97]. Let + # Gt (8). Then the following
integration-by-parts formula holds: for any f # FC1b(R
Zd) and each k # Zd
| k f (x) d+(x)=&| f (x) ;8k (x) d+(x), (2.21)
where
;8k (x)=&V$(xk)& :
j # Zd, | j&k|R
W$[k, j] (xk&x j). (2.22)
Let + # Gt (8) and let us consider the classical pre-Dirichlet form E+ on
the space FC2b(R
Zd), associated with the measure +:
E+ ( f, g)=:
k
| k f (x) k g(x) d+(x), f, g # FC2b(RZd). (2.23)
The integration-by-parts formula (2.21) implies that E+ is associated with
the operator H+ defined on FC2b(R
Zd),
H+ f (x)=&:
k
2k f (x)&:
k
;8k (x) k f (x), (2.24)
in the sense that
E+ ( f, g)=| H+ f (x) } g(x) d+(x), f, g # FC2b(RZd). (2.25)
This implies that E+ is closable. We will denote its closure also by E+ . We
preserve the notation H+ for the generator of the Dirichlet form E+ (i.e., the
Friedrichs extension of (H+ , FC2b(R
Zd)) on L2 (RZd, +)) and denote by
D(H+) its domain. In fact the space FC2b(R
Zd) is a domain of essential self-
adjointness for H+ [AKoR95].
The operator H+ generates a Markov semigroup Tt :=e&tH+, t0, on
L2 (RZd, +), which is called the stochastic dynamics associated with +.
3. MIXING PROPERTIES AND SPACE OF FLUCTUATIONS
In the rest of the paper we discuss the case where the conditions of the
Dobrushin’s uniqueness theorem (see, e.g., [G88]) are satisfied. We for-
mulate a sufficient condition for this in terms of the interaction 8. This
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ensures the uniqueness of the Gibbs measure + # Gt (8) for fixed 8 and a
certain decay of correlations for it.
We consider the following coefficient of dependence (mixing) between
two _-algebras B1 , B2 /B(Zd),
.(B1 , B2)= sup
A # B1, B # B2
+(B)>0
}+(A & B)+(B) &+(A)} (3.1)
(uniform mixing coefficient).
Let us assume that the interaction 8 satisfies in addition to (2.10)(2.13)
the condition
e$(Vb)b2+
b2&+R
db2
<1, (3.2)
where $( f ) :=supx # R f (x)&infx # R f (x).
Proposition 3.1. Conditions (2.10)(2.13), (3.2) imply that:
(1) the set Gt (8) consists only of one point;
(2) for every A1 , A2 # F
.(BA1 , BA2)C( |A1 |+|A2 | ) e
&: dist(A1, A2), (3.3)
for some constants 0<:, C<, where dist(A1 , A2) :=mink # A1, n # A2 &k&n&Rd
and |Ak | is the cardinality of Ak , k=1, 2;
(3) for any bounded f, g measurable w.r.t. the _-algebra BA1 resp. BA2
we have
} | f g d+&| f d+ | g d+ } 12C( |A1 |+|A2 | ) $( f ) $(g) e&: dist(A1, A2). (3.4)
Proof. The proof of the first statement is given in [AKoRT97] (in the
more general case of quantum systems). It was shown there that the condi-
tions of Dobrushin’s uniqueness theorem are fulfilled. For the proof of
the uniform mixing condition (3.3) in the framework of this theorem we
refer to [G88] (see also the bibliographic remarks given therein) and to
[N91]. The exponential decay of correlations (3.4) follows immediately
from (3.3), see, e.g., [G88]. The latter condition was proved directly in
[F82, K82]. K
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Below we will need the decay of correlations of (3.4) for a more general
class of functions, which contains functions of polynomial growth. For any
4 # B(Zd) we consider the space L24(+) :=L
2 (B4 , +) of B4-measurable,
+-square integrable functions. We introduce the space
L+ := .
4 # F
L24(+). (3.5)
Theorem 3.1. For every A1 , A2 # F, each =>0 and any f # L2A1(+),
g # L2A2(+) we have
} | f g d+&| f d+ | g d+ }
2C12 ( |A1 |+|A2 |12) & f &L2 &g&L2 e&(:2) dist(A1, A2), (3.6)
:, C as in (3.3).
Proof. The result follows from the mixing condition (3.3) by a direct
application of Lemma 2.1.1 of [N91], see also [IL71]. K
For each f # L+ and any 4 # F we define the local fluctuation f4
t
as
f4
t
=
1
|4|12
:
k # 4 \{k f &| f d++ , (3.7)
where {k f (x) :=f ({k x), {k (xm)m # Zd=(xm+k)m # Zd . Let us remark that the
measure + is translation-invariant in the sense that for any k # Zd
| {k f d+=| f d+. (3.8)
Indeed obviously + b {&1k # Gt (8) for all k # Z
d, hence (3.8) holds by
Proposition 3.1(1).
Our first aim is to investigate the behavior of the fluctuations as 4  Zd.
For any n # Z+ we introduce the cube
4n :=[m=(m (1), ..., m(d )) # Zd : max
:=1, ..., d
|m(:)|n]. (3.9)
We use the notations f n :=f4n , 4
k
n :=4n+k#[m # Zd : m&k # 4n], k # Zd.
Theorem 3.1 implies that the following central limit theorem holds.
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Theorem 3.2. (1) For all f, g # L+ we have
:
k # Zd } | f {k g d+&| f d+ | g d+ }<; (3.10)
(2) for any f # L+ the random variables f n converge in distribution as
n   to a Gaussian random variable with covariance ( f, f )+ and zero
mean, where the positive definite bilinear form ( f, g)+ , f, g # L+ , is defined
by the expression
( f, g) + := :
k # Zd _| f } {k g d+&| f d+ } | g d+& . (3.11)
Proof. It is easy to see that for any 4 # F there exist constants
a=a(4)>0 and ;=;(4)>0 such that
e&dist(4, 4+k)ae&; &k&, k # Zd. (3.12)
Inequalities (3.6) and (3.12) obviously imply the convergence of (3.10). Let
us now consider the stationary random field {k f, where f # L24(+) for some
4 # F. The mixing condition (3.3) together with (3.12) implies that this
field also satisfies the uniform mixing condition with a mixing coefficient
.f , which satisfies the estimate
.f (AA1 , AA2)a
:C |4| ( |A1 |+|A2 | ) e&:; dist(A1 , A2), (3.13)
where AA1 resp. AA2 is the _-algebra generated by random variables
[{k f, k # A1] resp. [{k f, k # A2]. It is easy to see that .f satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 7.2.2 of [N91] (central limit theorem for random
fields), which implies (2). K
Remark 1. Theorem 3.2 implies that
lim
n   | e
itf n d+=e&(t22)( f, f )+, t # R1. (3.14)
Moreover, for each N # Z+ , all F # Cb (RN) and any f (1), ..., f (N) # L+ we
have
lim
n   | F(f n
(1)
t
, ..., f n(N)
t
) d+
=| F(x1 , ..., xN) d’( f (1), ..., f (N)) (x1 , ..., xN), (3.15)
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where d’( f (1), ..., f (N)) is the Gaussian measure on RN defined by the charac-
teristic functional
| eit1x1 } eitN xN d’( f (1), ..., f (N)) (x1 , ..., xN)
=e&12(t1 f (1)+ } } } +tN f (N), t1 f (1)+ } } } +tN f (N))+. (3.16)
Let us introduce the Hilbert space K+ obtained by the completing of the
space L+ with respect to the semi-norm ( } , } ) 12+ and factorizing with
respect to its kernel. The scalar product in K+ will be denoted also by
( } , } )+ . Given f # L+ we denote the corresponding element of K+ by f .
Remark. 2. The form ( } , } ) + on L+ is always degenerate. Indeed, for
any f, g # L+ and each k # Zd
( f&{k f, g) +=0 (3.17)
because of (3.8). This implies that all {k f, k # Zd, belong to the same equiv-
alence class f .
The following lemma shows how the scalar product ( f, g) + , f, g # L+ ,
can be expressed in terms of the scalar product of fluctuations of observ-
ables f and g in L2 (RZd, +).
Lemma 3.1. For any f, g # L+ we have
( f, g) += lim
n   | f n g~ n d+. (3.18)
Proof. The convergence
| f n f n d+  ( f, f ) + , n   (3.19)
for any f # L+ follows from Theorem 3.2(2). This obviously implies the
result. K
Let us consider a nuclear space N densely and continuously embedded
into K+ and introduce the triple of spaces
N/K+ /N$, (3.20)
N$ being the dual space to N w.r.t. K+ (that is, the dualization between
N and N$ is given by ( } , } ) +).
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We introduce the canonical Gaussian measure ’+ on N$ associated with
the scalar product ( } , } ) + . This measure is defined by the characteristic
functional
| e i(,, x)+ d’+ (x)#e&12(,, ,)+, x # N$, , # N (3.21)
(see, e.g., [BKo88, DF83]). Any element , of N defines a continuous
linear functional (,, } )+ on N$. Let h # K+ be approximated by a sequence
(,n)n=1 /N. Then the sequence of functionals (,n , } ) + converges in
L2 (N$, ’+). Its limit defines a measurable linear functional on N$, which
does not depend on the choice of the approximating sequence (,n) and will
be denoted by (h, } ) + :
(h, } ) + := lim
n  
(,n , } ) + . (3.22)
We can now define a mapping l+ : L+  L2 (N$, ’+) as
L+ % f [ l+ ( f ) :=( f , } )+ # L2 (N$, ’+). (3.23)
As a consequence of formula (3.10) we have that
lim
n   | e
if n d+=| eil+( f ) d’+ . (3.24)
Moreover, formula (3.15) implies that for each N # Z+ , all F # Cb (RN) and
any f (1), ..., f (N) # L+ we have
lim
n   | F( f n
(1)
t
, ..., f n(N)
t
) d+=| F(l+ ( f (1)), ..., l+ (F (N))) d’+ . (3.25)
We will call L2 (N$, ’+) the space of macroscopic fluctuations, see, e.g.,
[GVV91].
In fact we interpret the macroscopic limit as a transformation (via the
fluctuation limit) of a given model to an associated Gaussian system of
macroscopic fluctuations,
L2 (RZd, +)#L+ % f1 , ..., fn [ l+ ( f1), ..., l+ ( fn) # L2 (N$, ’+),
(3.26)
L2 (RZd, +) % F( f1 , ..., fn) [ F(l+ ( f1), ..., l+ ( fn)) # L2 (N$, ’+).
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4. DYNAMICS IN FLUCTUATION SPACES
The aim of this section is to transport the stochastic dynamics associated
with the Gibbs measure + (microscopic dynamics) to the space of macro-
scopic fluctuations.
First we would like to define the operator H+@ in the space K+ setting
H+@ f := H+ f@, f # FC2b(R
Zd). (4.1)
Theorem 4.1. H+@ is a well-defined symmetric nonnegative definite
operator on K+ .
Proof. Let us first remark that for f # FC2b(R
Zd) the function H+ f is
also a cylinder function which has no more than polynomial growth (cf.
(2.24) and (2.22)). Therefore (2.20) implies that H+ f # L+ . Then for
f, g # FC2b(R
Zd) we have
(H+@ f , g^) + = :
k # Zd _| H+ f } {k g d+&| f d+ } | g d+&
= :
k # Zd _| f } {k H+ g d+&| f d+ } | g d+& (4.2)
because H+ is translation invariant in the sense that {k H+=H+{k . Conse-
quently,
(H+@ f , g^)+=( f , H+@ g^) + , (4.3)
which implies that H+@ is symmetric, but also that it is well-defined. Indeed,
for f1 , f2 # FC2b(R
Zd) such that f 1= f 2 and any g # FC2b(R
Zd) we have
(H+@ f 1&H+@ f 2 , g^) +=( f 1& f 2 , H+@ g^) +=0, (4.4)
which implies that H+@ f 1=H+@ f 2 .
Let us note that
( H+ f
t
)n =
1
|4n |12
:
k # 4n
\{kH+ f &| H+ f d++
=
1
|4n |12
H+ :
k # 4n
\{k f &| f d++
=H+ f n (4.5)
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because of translation invariance of H+ and the equality  H+ f d+=0.
Applying (3.18), we obtain
(H+@ f , f ) + = lim
n   | ( H+ f
t
)n f n d+
= lim
n   | H+ f n f n d+0, (4.6)
because of the nonnegativity of H+ . K
We will need later the following obvious formula which follows from
(4.6) by polarization:
(H+@ f , g^) + = lim
n   | ( H+ f
t
)n g~ n d+
= lim
n   | H+ f n g~ n d+
= lim
n   | :k # Zd k ( f
 n) } k (g~ n) d+
= lim
n  
1
|4n | | :k # Zd :i, j # 4n
k{ j f k {i g d+. (4.7)
Our next goal is to transport the generator H+ of the microscopic
stochastic dynamics to the macroscopic fluctuation space L2 (’+). We intro-
duce the space FCmb (N$, N), m # Z+ , of m-times continuously differen-
tiable cylinder (finitely based) bounded functions on N$. That is,
FCmb (N$, N) :=[F( } )#gF ((e1 , } ) + , ..., (en , } ) +) | n # Z+ ,
e1 , ..., en # N, gF # C mb (R
n)]. (4.8)
Similarly, we can define the space FCmb (N$, D), for any dense linear
subset DK+ , assuming that e1 , ..., en # D.
For any F # FC1b(N$, N) the gradient {
K+F(x)=F $(x), which is
defined by the equality
({K+F(x), h) +=

t
F(x+th)| t=0 , h # N$, t # R1, (4.9)
exists, and
{K+F(x)= :
n
k=1
k gF ((e1 , x) + , ..., (en , x) +) ek # N/K+ , (4.10)
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k gF , k=1, ..., n, meaning the partial derivatives of gF . This means that we
use K+ as the tangent space.
Let us remark that this definition easily can be extended to the case of
F # FCmb (N$, D). In this case we have {
K+F(x) # D.
We identify the second derivative F"(x) with the (finite range) operator
F"(x) in K+ defined by
(F"(x) h1 , h2)+=({K+({K+F(x), h1) + , h2)+ , h1 , h2 # K+ . (4.11)
Let us denote by A+ the Friedrichs extension of the operator H+@
and denote by D(A+) its domain. In what follows, we choose N to
be a domain of essential self-adjointness of A+ and such that both A+
and e&tA+, t0 leave N invariant and act on N continuously (which is
always possible, see [BKo88, Chap. 4, Theorem 1.2, and Example 1.1]).
We can now define the classical pre-Dirichlet form E’+ , A+ associated with
the measure ’+ and the coefficient operator A+ given on the space
FC2b(N$, N) by the formula
E’+ , A+ (u, v)=| ({K+ u(x), A+ {K+ v(x)) + d’+ (x). (4.12)
This form is associated with the operator H’+, A+ in L
2 (N$, ’+) given on
FC2b(N$, N) by the expression
H’+ , A+ u(x)=&TrK+ (A+u"(x))+(x, A+ {
K+ u(x)) + (4.13)
in the sense that
E’+ , A+ (u, v)=| H’+ , A+ u(x) } v(x) d’+ (x), (4.14)
see [BKo88, Chap. 6]. The differential expression (4.13) is also well-
defined for u # FC2b(N$, D(A+)).
Let us note that the space L2 (N$, ’+) is isomorphic to the Fock space
1(K+) associated with the one-particle space K+ . In this framework the
operator H’+ , A+ coincides with the second quantization d1(A+) of the
operator A+ , see, e.g., [BKo88, Chap. 6].
The following theorem shows that the operator H’+ , A+ is related to the
generator H+ under the transformation defined by the fluctuation limit
(cf. (3.26)).
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Theorem 4.2. For each N # Z+ , all F, G # C 2b(R
N) and any f (1), ..., f (N),
g(1), ..., g(N) # FC2b(R
Zd) we have
lim
n   | F( f n
(1)
t
, ..., f n(N)
t
) H+G(gn(1)
t
, ..., gn(N)
t
) d+
=| F(l+ ( f (1)), ..., l+ ( f (N))) H’+ , A+ G(l+ (g(1)), ..., l+ (g(N))) d’+ . (4.15)
Proof. For simplicity, we give the proof for the case where
F, G # C 2b(R
1). The general case can be proved by similar arguments.
Let us first remark that G(l+ (g)) # FC2b(N$, D(A+)), because g^ # D(A+).
Then {K+G((g^, } ) +) # D(A+), and
| F(l+ ( f )) H’+ , A+ G(l+ (g)) d’+
=| ({K+F(( f , } ) +), A+ {K+G((g^, } ) +)) + d’+
=( f , H+@ g^) + | F $(( f , } ) +) G$((g^, } ) +) d&+ .
We choose 4s , s>0, such that f, g # C2 (R4s). We have
k F(f n)=
1
|4n |12
F $( f n) :
j # 4n
k {j f.
Then
| F( f n) H+G(g~ n) d+
=
1
|4n | | \ :k # Zd :i, j # 4n k {i f } k{ j g+ F $( f n) G$(g~ n) d+
=
1
|4n | | \ :k # Zd \ :i, j # 4n k{ i f } k{j g&| :i, j # 4n k {i f } k{ j g d+++
_F $( f n) G$(g~ n) d+
+
1
|4n | | \ :k # Zd :i, j # 4n k{i f } k{ j g+ d+ | F $( f n) G$(g~ n) d+.
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Let us prove that the first term of this expression turns to zero. We have
} 1|4n | | \ :k # Zd \ :i, j # 4n k {i f } k {j g&| :i, j # 4n k{ i f } k {j g d+++
_ F $( f n) G$(g~ n) d+ }
2

c
|4n | 2 | } :k # Zd \ :i, j # 4n k{ i f } k {j g
&| :
i, j # 4n
k{i f } k {j g d++}
2
+
=
c
|4n | 2 | } :k # 4n+s \ :i, j # 4n & 4sk k {i f } k{ j g
&| :
i, j # 4n & 4s
k
k{ i f } k{j g d++}
2
d+
=
c
|4n | 2 | } :k # 4n+s \{k :i, j # 4n&k & 4s 0{i f } 0{j g
&| :
i, j # 4n
&k & 4s
0{i f } 0{j g d++}
2
d+,
where c=maxt # R1 ( |F $(t) G$(t)| ). We introduce bk, n := i, j # 4n&k & 4s 0{i f }
0 {j g. Let us remark that bk, n # C 1b(R
42s) and {m bk, n # C 1b(R
4m2s) for any
k, m # Zd, n # Z+ . Moreover, we have the estimate
} | bk, n } {mbl, n d+&| bk, n d+ | bl, n d+ }c1e&c2 dist(42s , 4m2s),
c1 , c2>0, which is uniform in k, l # Zd, n # Z+ , cf. (3.6). We obtain
1
|4n |2 | } :k # 4n+s \{kbk, n&| bk, n d++}
2
d+

1
|4n | 2
:
k # 4n+s
:
m # 4n+s
} | {kbk, n } {mbm, n d+&| bk, n d+ | bm, n d+ }
=
1
|4n | 2
:
k # 4n+s
:
m # 4&kn+s
} | bk, n } {mbm&k, n d+&| bk, n d+ | bm, n d+ }
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1
|4n | 2
:
k # 4n+s
:
m # Zd } | bk, n } {mbm&k, n d+&| bk, n d+ | bm&k, n d+ }

|4n+s |
|4n |2
:
m # Zd
c1 e&c2 dist(42s , 4
m
2s)  0, n  ,
because m # Zd c1 e&c2 dist(42s , 4
m
2s)< and |4n+s ||4n | 2  0, n  . We
have then
lim
n   | F( f n) H+G(g~ n) d+
= lim
n  
1
|4n | | :k # Zd :i, j # 4n
k {i f } k {j g d+ | F $( f n) G$(g~ n) d+
=( f , H+@ g^) + | F $(( f , } )+) G$((g^, } )+) d’+
because of (4.7). K
It is well know, [BKo88] that the operator H’+ , A+ is essentially self-
adjoint on FC2b(N$, N). We preserve the same notation for its closure.
Let us remark that the space FC2b(N$, D(A+)) is included into the domain
of definition of this operator [BKo88,Chap. 6].
H’+ , A+ generates an infinite dimensional OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroup
T +t :=exp(&tH’+ , A+), t0, (4.16)
in L2 (N$, ’+). This semigroup defines the stochastic dynamics in the
space of macroscopic fluctuations. The following formula (which is
proved for general OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroups in [BKo88, Chap. 6,
Theorem 1.1]) gives a direct expression for this dynamics in terms of the
semigroup %+t :=exp(&tA+) in K+ ,
T+t exp [il+ ( f )]=exp [il+ (%
+
t f )&
1
2 ( f , (1&%
+
2t) f ) +], (4.17)
f # L+ . Let us remark that the semigroup T+t defines the (generalized)
OrnsteinUhlenbeck process on the space N$, see [BKo88, Chap. 6,
Sect. 1.5].
Remark 3. The construction of the space of macroscopic fluctuations
and of the stochastic dynamics in it which was discussed above is quite
general. The main condition we need is the mixing condition (3.3) or equiv-
alently the decay of correlations (3.4). There are of course other examples
in which these conditions are fulfilled. One of such examples is given by
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classical lattice systems with compact spin spaces. For such systems, the
constructions above can be done for a quite general class of interactions.
Moreover, the compactness of the spin space gives us a possibility to prove
the essential self-adjointness of the operator H+@ on a natural domain of
definition. These questions will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.
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